This paper, which contains a description of the kinetics of haemolysis in systems containing amboceptor and complement, is the first of a series of papers, which will deal with the kinetics of lysis in various complex haemolytic systems, i.e., systems in which the lysin (e.g., complement) is not capable of acting except in the presence of a second substance, usually a " sensitising agent " (e.g., amboceptor).
Materials and Methods.
The methods which have been used in this investigation are essentially the same as those developed in connection with simpler haemolytic systems. Individually they are best described in the sections of this paper to which they refer, but repetition will be avoided if certain general points are dealt with here.
(а) Cell Suspensions.-Nearly all the experiments to be described were carried out with systems containing sheep cells, anti-sheep amboceptor, and guinea-pig complement, the components being added in that order. The cell suspension, made up from cells washed three times, consists of 4 c.c. of defibrinated sheep's blood finally suspended in 80 c.c. of 0*85 per cent. NaCl. This latter should be freshly prepared, and the suspension itself should be prepared shortly before the commencement of the experiment in which it is to be used. I keep it at 25° C.* rather than in the refrigerator.
(б) Amboceptor.-The anti-sheep amboceptor supplied by Messrs. Burroughs & Welcome is used. If the anti-serum used belongs to the same batch, it ensures that the amboceptor used on any one day possesses about the same activity as that used on another, and something like constancy is introduced into one variable of the experiments. The amboceptor is diluted with 0*85 and cells, and the haemolytic systems are thus-completed. The time for cpmplete lysis is observed for each system. This gives the time for complete lysis, in systems containing varying amounts of amboceptor but a constant amount of complement. The whole procedure is then repeated with the next dilution of complement (e.g., 1 in 30), and so on. In this way can be obtained (if necessary, by interpolation) for systems containing any given dilution of amboceptor acting in conjunction with any given dilution of complement.
Since two factors, the dilution of amboceptor and the dilution of complement, are varied in these haemolytic systems, and since, as will be seen later, the components can be added in different orders with different results,* it is necessary to have some short way of designating the way in which a haemolytic system is made up. In this and in subsequent papers the order in which a system is made up will be denoted by the order in which the symbols for the various components are written, and the dilution of each component by a suffix, e.g., the system A10c C20 denotes that the cells c (contained in the usual volume of suspension) are added to a 1 in 10 dilution of the amboceptor A, the complement C being added later in a 1 in 20 dilution. The volume of diluted amboceptor and of diluted complement is usually 0*8 c.c. of each, and the volume of suspension 0-4 c.c., for, conformably with the methods used for the simple lysins, the total volume of the system is 2-0 c.c. The concen tration of amboceptor and of complement, in the completed system, can then be readily calculated, e.g., 0-8 c.c. of A10 gives A = 0*08 c.c. (in arbitrary units), and 0 • 8 c.c. of C20 gives C = 0 • 04 c.c. The system A10c C20 might thus be denoted Ao-osC C0.04; sometimes this way of writing it is more specific.
Complement Varying, Amboceptor Constant.
If the quantity of amboceptor is kept constant, the time for complete haemolysis increases in a regular manner as the concentration, of complement is decreased. By the use of the technique described, a time-dilution curve, such as is shown in fig. 1 , can be obtained by plotting t against the dilution of complement. This curve closely resembles a time-dilution curve for a typical simple haemolysin, for it passes very nearly, if not quite, through the origin, and proceeds to an asymptote corresponding to a quantity of complement C^, or x, which produces complete lysis in infinite time. In order that the properties of this curve may be clearly understood, I shall use a numerical example taken from the table on p. 25 (Table I I system containing amboceptor 1 in 200. The times for complete lysis vary with the quantity of complement C in the following w a y :- Table I . Experience shows that a curve such as this passes to its asymptote very rapidly, that is, that even a slight reduction in the complement concentration which gives complete lysis in 30-60 minutes usually results in lysis being incomplete even after 6 to 8 hours. In this case we may therefore provisionally set the asymptote at x = 0*015, and, treating the curve as a typical time-dilution curve, proceed to analyse it in the usual way (Ponder and Yeager, 1930) . The results of the analysis are as tabulated on the following page.
The close agreement between the third and sixth columns shows th at the curve may be treated as a time-dilution curve for a simple haemolytic system in which the fundamental reaction is proceeding according to the expression
and in which n = 1*0 approximately. A slightly better fit could probably be obtained if we were to put n -1 • 05, for the observed ratio (f 
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is generally a little greater than that for n -1*0, although less than that for » = 1 • 1; the fit as shown in the table, however, is sufficiently good. But the demonstration that complement acts as a simple haemolysin in systems containing a constant quantity of amboceptor is not completed by showing that expression (1) applies to the curve relating time for complete lysis to complement concentration; in addition it is necessary to show that the percentage haemolysis curves are obtained by solving expression (1) simultaneously with N = N0 [ F (2) where N = N0F(a:) expresses the resistance distribution of the cells to the lysin. The simplest way of doing this has been discussed in the paper immediately preceding (Ponder, 1932) where it is shown that a series of lines (isometathetic lines) can be drawn, each of which passes through points at which a constant amount of lysin has been transformed, through the family of percentage haemolysis curves obtained for systems containing different amounts of lysin; if these isometathetic lines are substantially parallel to the abscissa, i.e., if dPJdt = 0
in each case, one can be reasonably sure that the lysin acts as a simple lysin, and that its kinetics are adequately expressed by equations (1) and (2). To illustrate the results of this procedure, I show in fig. 2 a series of percentage haemolysis curves and the corresponding isometathetic lines. The observations are plotted in a somewhat simpler way than in the paper just referred t o ;
Kinetics of Hcemolysis.
23 instead of plotting the percentage haemolysis curves themselves, I have plotted the Stuphophotometer reading against time, and added a subsidiary scale by means of which the former can be converted into values of percentage haemo lysis P. In this particular case, the time-dilution curve observed was as follows:- The calculated values are obtained by putting 1*0 and * = 0*0067. The values of t which correspond to * = 0*001 are then calculated for each complement concentration, the points marked.off on the respective curves in the figure, and an isometathetic line drawn through them. The process is repeated for * = 0*002, and a second isometathetic line obtained, and so on for x = 0*003, 0*004, and 0*005. As will be seen from the figure, these lines are substantially parallel to the abscissa, and the demonstration th a t com plement acts as a simple lysin in systems containing a constant quantity of amboceptor is thus completed.
The results of experiments such as these lead to three additional conclusions of a less fundamental kind, namely :-1. In the case of saponin I have shown th a t the isometathetic lines are usually not parallel to the abscissa, but become so only after corrections have been made to allow for delay in the complete mixing of the com ponents of the system (Ponder, 1932) . In the case of amboceptorcomplement systems, on the other hand, the isometathetic lines usually lie parallel to the £-axis, just as theory demands. Corrections for delay in mixing are therefore unnecessary, but I think th at this is due to the fact th at it is difficult to obtain very rapid lysis, rather than to any essential difference between these systems and those containing saponin, etc. 2. From the data in fig. 2 it is a simple m atter to determine the form of the resistance distribution of the cells to the lysin, i.e., N = N0F(*). All the percentage haemolysis curves in this instance yield the following corresponding values of P and x, the resistance distribution shown in fig. 3 . This distribution is character ised by its relative symmetry and the relatively large quantity of lysin which requires to be transformed before even the least resistant cell is haemolysed.
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3. The distribution does not show the long tail in the direction of the upper extreme which is met with in the case of saponin. In the paper immediately preceding this, the presence of the tail has been shown to be largely due to the omission, from the equation for the fundamental reaction, of a term which takes account of the inhibitory effect of liberated haemoglobin. We might, therefore, deduce from the absence of the tail in the case of complement th at the complement which acts in a haemolytic system is not inhibited by liberated haemoglobin. It can easily be shown, however, th at the addition of haemoglobin to com plement, before the cells are added to the system, results in inhibition. Taken together, these facts suggest th at the complement in a system in which the haemoglobin is liberated after the mixing of complement and cells is in a different state from th at in a system in which the cells are added after the mixing of complement and haemoglobin. We shall see later that this difference probably consists in the complement being absorbed by the cells in the first system ; in the absorbed state it seems to suffer no inhibition when haemoglobin is liberated subsequently.
Complement and Amboceptor both varying.
When the quantity of complement used in the haemolytic system is plotted against the time for complete lysis one obtains a different time-dilution curve for each concentration of amboceptor present; we have already seen th at -each such curve can be analysed in terms of three constants,
x, and n, and we have now to find how these constants are affected by the quantity of amboceptor used.
By means of an extensive experiment in which various dilutions of com plement and of amboceptor are used as described above (Section 2), the follow ing typical data can be compiled :- Table III . The results for each dilution of amboceptor are to be treated as results for a distinct haemolytic sy stem ; in this way we have the data for no less than 12 time-dilution curves shown in the above table, and may proceed to analyse each of them in the usual way. In every case 1 • 0 (at least approximately enough for our purpose), and by using the following values for x and (Table  IV) we obtain the following calculated results (Table V) which should be compared with the experimental values shown in Table III . Table IV . The agreement between the theoretical and the observed results is very good indeed, better, in fact, than is usually met with in experiments on simpler haemolytic systems. This is probably associated with the value of n being unity, under which circumstances the time-dilution curves can be fitted with a m inim um of trouble. I t is impossible, of course, to obtain values for x and k corresponding to A1000 and A2000, for there is only one experimental point for each, and I have not calculated the values of these constants for A10, since systems containing so much amboceptor haemolyse more slowly th an those containing less, e . g . ,A20. This relatively slow lysis in systems a very high concentration of amboceptor is constantly observed, but con stitutes a departure which is of no immediate interest, since such large amounts of amboceptor would rarely or never be used in ordinary experimental work.
A similar slowing-down of lysis may be associated with very high concentrations of complement, and it is not improbable th at the retardation is related to the large quantities of serum proteins which are introduced into systems con taining undiluted complement or very concentrated amboceptor.
The way in which x and k vary with the qua fig. 4 , which gives in graphical form the data contained in Table IV quantity of amboceptor becomes less, x, the quantity of complement required to produce complete lysis of the cells, apparently becomes greater, and tends to become infinite when the quantity of amboceptor is zero. If the concen tration of amboceptor becomes very great, on the other hand, x tends (in this case) to a value about 0*008, i.e., even if the quantity of amboceptor is increased as much as possible, the quantity of complement required to bring about lysis tends to a constant minimal value. The value of k, the " velocity constant," behaves in a rather similar fashion. As the amboceptor concentration approaches zero, k apparently approaches zero also, but as the amboceptor concentration is indefinitely increased, k tends to a constant value of about 0 -0120.
The relation between the amboceptor concentration and x, the amount of complement which has to be used to bring about lysis, is familiar in a qualitative sort of way, for it has long been known that it is possible to decrease the amount of complement in a haemolytic system if the amount of amboceptor is increased, and still to get lysis after a long time, say, 2 or 3 hours. This is often referred to as the reciprocal or interchangeable action of complement and amboceptor (see Scheller, 1910; Thiele and Embelton, 1914 ; and Hyde and Parsons, 1927) , a decrease in the concentration of either component being compensated for by an increase in the other " (Eagle and Brewer, 1929) . Quantitatively speaking, however, this phenomenon has never been satisfactorily accounted for, although, as will be seen below, the hypothesis advanced by Eagle and Brewer contains all the essentials of the correct explanation.
The Absorption of .
As soon as we attem pt to develop a hypothesis which will account for the relation, shown in fig. 4 , between the quantity of amboceptor A and the quantity of complement x required for complete lysis, we are confronted with a difficulty which does not arise, at least in an acute form, in problems relating to simpler haemolytic systems. The difficulty is that the properties of the haemolytic system depend on the " degree of sensitisation " of the cells by the amboceptor, and that this may be supposed to be determined by the quantity of amboceptor A taken up by, fixed by, or absorbed by, the cells rather than by the quantity A introduced into the tube ; the quantity so taken up, however, is an unknown function of A. Looked at from a purely practical standpoint, there are three possibilities, which apply equally to sensitising agent and haemolysins themselves:-(i) The concentration A introduced into the system and the concentration which is effective in sensitising the cells (or, in general, acting on the cells) may be the same.
(ii) The concentration A may be a linear function of the concentration A, i.e., the sensitising agent (or lysin) may be concentrated at the cell surface, but the quantity concentrated a constant fraction of the quantity introduced. Cases of this kind give rise to no difficulty, for the effective concentration of lysin or sensitising agent is always a multiple of the quantity introduced, and to render time-dilution curves, etc,, correct in terms of any units which may be employed, all th at it is necessary to do is to multiply every figure for lysin concentration, etc., by a constant.
(iii) The third possibility is th at A may be a complex function of A, as, for instance, in the case of the sensitising agent, brilliant green. Here the amount of dye taken up by the cells is not linear with the quantity introduced, but varies with the latter in some complex way not yet understood. If the relation between A and A can be found, it may be possible to solve the problem of the kinetics of the system ; if it cannot, one is working with a system in which the concentration of one com ponent is unknown, and the kinetics cannot be completely solved. If Eagle's statement were true th at the quantity of complement " fixed by sensitised cells follows the adsorption isotherm in a rather imper fect manner, then complement would fall into this third class of lysins, and the kinetics of amboceptor-complement systems would be virtually insoluble.
In the case of amboceptor, it is relatively easy to establish the relation between the quantity initially introduced into the system and the quantity which, by being fixed by or absorbed by the cells, confers on them the sensi tisation. The method used is as follows.
1-6 c.c. of various dilutions of amboceptor (A10, A20, ..., A1000) is pipetted into a series of tubes, and 0-4 c.c. of standard sheep cell suspension added to each.* The tubes are allowed to stand for 5 minutes at 37° C. They are then centrifuged, and 0*8 c.c. of the supernatant fluid removed from each into another series of tubes. I shall refer to this series as series 1.
To each of a second series of tubes is added 1*6 c.c. of the various dilutions of amboceptor and 0-4 c.c. of saline. From each tube 0*8 c.c. is removed and placed in another series of tubes, which I shall call series 2. The contents of the tubes of series 1 and series 2 are similar in so far as the amboceptor, has been diluted equally in both, but they differ in th at the amboceptor in series 1 has been exposed to the red cells contained in the added suspension, while that in series 2 has not.
Each of the tubes of series 1 and series 2 are now placed in the water bath at 37° C., 0*4 c.c. of warmed cell suspension added to each, and sensitisation allowed to proceed for 5 minutes ; at the end of this time, 0 • 8 c.c. of a 1 in 30 * It can be shown that as much amboceptor as is required can be taken up, under the particular conditions, in less than 30 seconds. dilution of complement is added to each tube, and the time for complete lysis observed. In this way we obtain two curves, one of which shows the time L taken by various known quantities of amboceptor cv acting in the presence of 1 in 30 complement, to bring about lysis, and the other of which shows the time <2 taken by similar amboceptor concentrations which have been in contact with cells, to produce complete lysis in the presence of the same amount of com plement. From the data we can find c2, the amount of amboceptor present in the solution which has been in contact with the cells, and hence the amount A ( = Cj -c2) removed by the cells. Typical results are as follows 1 . ---
The constancy of the ratio in the last column shows that the amount of amboceptor removed by the cells is a constant fraction, within the limits of experimental error, of the amount with which the cells are treated. The constancy of the ratio is in some respects rather surprising, for the absorption of amboceptor has the characteristics of an irreversible reaction, and it is not .easy to see how such a reaction can reach an equilibrium when a constant fraction of the amboceptor has been removed from the medium in which the cells are suspended. The absorption of amboceptor, however, is not the only instance in which this kind of absorption is met with in relation to haemolysis j sodium taurocholate is absorbed by cells in this manner, and also (probably) sodium glycocholate and sodium oleate. It is possible that this simple relation between c1 and A would be replaced by a less simple one if the experimental range were sufficiently extended, but in the systems under consideration and over the range within which experiment is possible the relative constancy of the A/cj ratio seems to be an experimental fa c t; the relation between A and A can, accordingly, be written
7) having, in the above example, the value 0-75, The ordinate of fig. 4 is accordingly correct in arbitrary units, and, if we wish the quantity of ambo ceptor actually involved in the sensitisation of the cells we have only to multiply the quantities introduced into the system by the constant rj.
5. The Absorption of Complement: Complement varying, Amboceptor Constant.
Just as we have examined the relation between A, the quantity of ambo ceptor introduced into the system, and A, the quantity absorbed by the cells, so we must determine between C, the concentration of complement introduced and C, the concentration at or near the cell surfaces.
This question has been very fully considered by Eagle (1929) and by Eagle and Brewer (1929) in two recent papers. These investigators have shown th at sensitisation by amboceptor confers upon the red cell the property of absorbing complement, and th at this absorption is a necessary preliminary to lysis. Complement they regard as a lysin, which is absorbed extensively when sensi tisation is produced by large quantities of amboceptor, and less extensively when small amboceptor concentrations are used. The velocity of lysis is determined by the amount of complement so absorbed ' . " With more ambo ceptor a greater proportion of complement is ' fixed ' by the cell; with more complement, a smaller proportion, but a larger absolute amount. The result is the same : more complement is absorbed, and there is a corresponding acceleration of haemolysis." These conclusions constitute, as we shall see, an entirely adequate explanation of the facts, and, were nothing more than a qualitative explanation required, I should have little to add to them. The quantitative work on which the conclusions are based, however, is erroneous and incomplete in several important respects, and fails altogether to provide a reasonable description of the kinetics of lysis in the systems under con sideration : accordingly I shall subject the whole problem to an investigation independent of Eagle and Brewer's work, at the same time comparing at various points their conclusions with my own.* * Reference should also be made to two other investigations, that of McKendrick (1911) and that of Hill and Parker (1925). I have had the opportunity of discussing the first of these with Colonel McKendrick, and he informs me that he regards his experimental results as erroneous, for heated serum is not merely complement-free, but anti-comple mentary. So far as the mathematical treatment goes, the same fundamental objection can be raised against both investigations, viz., that neither takes account of the existence of a distribution of red cell resistances to the action of the lysin. This error has com plicated so many studies on haemolysis and has been referred to so often that it requires no
The first point to be determined is the nature of the distribution of com plement between cells and suspension medium. The experimental methods by which this point is decided are highly complicated, and require detailed description. I shall use an actual example as an illustration, describing the experiment as a series of steps.
1. Preparation.-A standard sheep cell suspension is prepared in the usual way. In a series of 50 c.c. flasks complement dilutions of 1 in 20, 1 in 30, 1 in 40, 1 in 50, 1 in 60, and 1 in 70 are made up in ice-cold saline ; they are then kept in the refrigerator. A 1 in 500 dilution of amboceptor is also required. The dilution of amboceptor must be greater than about 1 in 50, for a reason which will be mentioned below.
2. Preliminary Titration.
-To a series of six tubes are added 0-8 c amboceptor and 0*4 c.c. of the cell suspension. Sensitisation is allowed to take place for 5 minutes at 25° C .; the tubes are then placed in a centrifuge, and the cells thrown down. They are rendered sticky by the action of the amboceptor ; as a result the supernatant fluid can be poured off without dis turbing the cells, the remains being removed from the sides and lips of the tubes with filter paper. The tubes now contain the sensitised cells of 0-4 c.c. of suspension contained in a very little fluid. Each is shaken to and fro, so that the sticky mass of cells is broken up, and it is then placed in the water bath at 37° C. About 2 c.c. of each complement dilution is transferred from the refrigerator to a large tube, and these tubes are placed in the water bath after 5 minutes the small tubes containing the cells and the tubes containing the various dilutions of complement will all have assumed the temperature of 37° G.
To the first of the small tubes is added 0*8 c.c. of C20, to the second 0*8 c.c. of C30, and so on, the sixth receiving 0-8 c.c. of the last complement dilution prepared, C70. The time t for complete lysis in each tube is observed to the nearest minute, and entered in the first column of the following table.
The rest of the table is filled in the following way. The time t corresponding to each dilution of complement is divided into tenths, and the first six tenths further discussion (see Brooks, 1920 , and previous papers of this series). It is easy to see how it affects Hill and Parker's hypothesis, for they recognise that their equations do not account for the well-marked S-shaped curvo given by increasing complement when all other conditions are kept constant, unless they introduce elaborate assumptions. If the existence of a resistance distribution were recognised, all these would become unnecessary. The agreement between observed and calculated results, of course, is not really a test of the theory, for the assumptions are introduced to that end, and are not supported by any independent experimental evidence. axe entered in the columns beaded by the numbers of tbe tubes. Tbe reason for this procedure is th a t in the next part of the experiment we shall add each dilution of complement to the sensitised cells and, instead of allowing complete lysis to take place, shall stop the reaction after one-tenth, two-tenths, six-tenths of the time required for complete haemolysis.
We now write out the figures of Table V II in the following way (Table VIII) , the figures of which are used in the next step of the experiment. When the complement and tubes have reached 37° C., 1*0 c.c. of C20 is added to the sixth tube, a stop-watch being started at the moment of addition. 0*4 minutes later (the reader should now refer to Table VIII, reading the row corresponding to C20 from right to left), 1*0 c.c. of C20 is added to the fifth tu b e ; after 0 • 8 minutes have elapsed, the same amount of complement is added to the fourth tube, and so on. The first tube thus receives 1*0 c.c. of C20 2*0 minutes after the addition of complement to the sixth. After 2-4 minutes are elasped from the time of the addition of complement to tube 6, all the tubes are removed from the water bath, transferred to a centrifuge, and the cells thrown down. The centrifuge used is of a special design, for it is necessary to separate the cells from the surrounding fluid with the greatest possible rapidity. The centrifuge head, carrying six tubes, are made of aluminium, is fixed to the shaft of a series-wound motor, mounted vertically. The head revolves at the rate of 8000 to 12,000 r.p.m., depending on the load, and the motor starts and stops almost instantaneously. This centrifuge will throw down all the intact cells from the systems under consideration in from 0*1 to 0*2 minutes.
The supernatant fluid thus obtained from the six tubes are now decanted into six clean tubes, also numbered 1 to 6 in a corresponding manner. These are placed in the refrigerator. They contain the complement C20 after it has been in contact with sensitised cells 2*4 minutes (tube 6), 2*0 minutes (tube 5), ..., 0-4 minutes (tube 1), and, by titrating the concentration of complement contained in each we can find the amount of complement removed from the initial concentration C20 after 0*4, 0*8, ..., 2*4 minutes in contact with the sensitised cells.
The large tube from which the complement was added to the row of small tubes is removed from the water bath when the small tubes are placed in the centrifuge, and is placed in the refrigerator. I t is used as a standard for the final titratio n ; it has been warmed to 37° C. for exactly the same time as has the complement added to the haemolytic systems, and, if any " decay " has taken place as a result of the warming, etc., it will have taken place equally in the complement added to the six small tubes and in th at preserved as a standard.
The whole process is then repeated, using the next dilution of complement, i.e., C30, and adding it to the sensitised cells in accordance with the C30 row of figures in Table VIII . And so on for C40, C50, C60, and C70.
4.
The Final Titration.-The above procedure results in one's having six sets of six tubes each, the sets corfesponding to C20, C30, C40, C50, C60, C70, and the six tubes of each containing the complement left after each of the first six-tenths of the time required for complete lysis by the complement added. The quantity of complement in each has now to be found by titration.
The large tubes containing the various standard dilutions of complement which have been warmed to 37° C. and subsequently replaced in the refrigerator are returned to the water bath, and 0*8 c.c. of each added to a series of tubes containing 0*8 c.c. of A100 and 0-4 c.c. of standard cell suspension. It is as well to use a fairly high concentration of amboceptor in these systems, in order to get moderately rapid lysis. In this way we obtain a time-dilution curve for the standard complement (Table IX) :- The six sets of six tubes are now removed from the refrigerator, and placed in the water bath ; after their contents are warmed, 0*8 c.c. of each is added to a series of tubes containing 0*8 c.c. of A100 and 0-4 c.c. of cell suspension. The time for lysis is noted in each case, as follows:- No entries are made for C70, for all the tubes corresponding to this dilution of complement hsemolyse too slowly. Nor are any entries made if the tube containing the complement to be added shows colouration with haemoglobin, for this substance inhibits lysis by unabsorbed complement. I t is for this reason th at we are interested in the first six-tenths of the reaction only, for in the later stages the fluid obtained after separating the cells from the com plement is deeply stained with pigment. During the first three-or four-tenths of the time required for complete lysis, however, no cells are destroyed (at least normally), and the complement-containing fluid can be properly titrated by these methods.
Kinetics of Haemolysis.
Examining Table X , we see th at the time taken for lysis in each row is virtually the same for tubes 1, 2 and 3 (and even tube 4 is included); this means that the quantity of complement in these tubes is the same, th at is, that the same amount of complement has been removed from solution by the cells, irrespective of the stage at which the reaction is stopped. Complement, in fact, is absorbed by the cells, but the absorption is complete within the first tenth of the total time taken for lysis, and no further absorption occurs as the reaction proceeds. The absorption of complement is thus a rapid process, which soon reaches an equilibrium, or at least a temporary steady state, and in this respect is very like the absorption of amboceptor.
Comparing the times for lysis as shown in Table X with the standard timedilution curve (Table IX) , we can now draw up the following table, in which C, represents the dilution of complement present in tubes 1, 2, 3, etc., Ca the corresponding quantity left after absorption of complement has occurred, and A the difference Cx -C2, or the quantity of complement removed from solution by the sensitised cells from an initial concentration of complement Cx. Considering the nature of the experiment, the ratio A/Cx is remarkably constant, about one-eighth of the complement having been removed from solution by the cells in each case. The absorption of complement is therefore not only rapidly completed, but is such that the quantity absorbed is a con stant fraction of that introduced, at least in the range in which experiments of this kind can be performed, and with a departure from constancy, probably largely due to experimental error, of about ± 1 4 per cent.
This result, although it agrees with Eagle and Brewer's conclusions in a qualitative way, differs from their findings in two respects.
(a) Eagle and Brewer describe the absorption of complement (" fixation of complement ") as a process which takes some considerable time to complete. I have always found, on the other hand, that the quantity of complement absorbed is taken up very rapidly, and I have been unable to detect with certainty the taking up of quantities less than or greater than that which is absorbed at the end of the first tenth of the time required for complete haemolysis. I realise, of course, that some short interval of time must elapse during which the complement is being absorbed from solution, but this short time, so far as my experiments show, is less than one-tenth of the time for complete lysis and usually less than a third of the " latent period " during which no lysis occurs at all. I do not think that this difference of experimental result is of immediate consequence, for even in Eagle and Brewer's experiments the absorption of complement is relatively rapid ; the only difference of opinion is as how rapid it is.* In the equations which have been used above (expression (1)) I have treated the absorption as virtually instantaneous, which it probably is not. But this and the other expressions used in this paper are no better than first approxi mations, and, if it should ultimately turn out th a t the absorption of complement takes an appreciable time, the equations can easily be slightly modified.
(b) The second point upon which I disagree with Eagle is in the relation between C, the concentration of complement added to the system, and A, the quantity absorbed by the cells. This is a more important matter. Eagle (1929) regards the process of " fixation of complement " as an adsorption reaction, partly because he finds the relation between the quantity of com plement removed from solution, and the quantity left free to be described by the adsorption isotherm, whereas I find A to be a constant fraction of C. He has arrived at this conclusion by studying the absorption of complement by globulin suspensions and by agglutinated bacteria, and thinks th a t the result is of general application. Curiously enough the only data given by Eagle and Brewer for the fixation of complement by red cells show th a t the absorbed complement is very nearly a constant fraction of th a t introduced (or left free). I refer to the data given in fig. 3 of their paper, from which it can be shown that the ratio A/Cx is fairly constant (0*65-0 *75).
I do not wish to give the impression, however, th a t I disagree with Eagle in considering the absorption as essentially an " adsorption " rather than a stoichiometric reaction. I have already remarked on the fact th at it is curious that A is a constant fraction of C, and on the difficulty in explaining such a relation, which also exists between A and A, in simple terms. But the demonstration that a reaction is of the " adsorption " type is not dependent on showing th at it follows the adsorption isotherm ; indeed, the Freundlich equation neither does, nor should, apply to most biological reactions, especially when they are irreversible.f A good deal of difficulty, I imagine, has been * Their centrifuge, however, took 1 minute to bring about the separation which the rapid centrifuge described above effects in 0 • 1 minute. The results, accordingly, are not nearly so reliable.
f Eagle's figures show that the relation of the logarithm of the amount absorbed to the logarithm of the amount left free is far from linear, even over the very restricted range. ntroduced by Eagle's generalisation that the kinetics of all forms of comple ment absorption, e.g., by red cells, bacteria, globulin suspensions, precipitates, etc., are altogether the same in a quantitative sense.* 6. The Absorption of Complement: Amboceptor and Complement both varying.
We have seen that the amount of complement absorbed by sensitised erythro cytes is a constant fraction of that introduced into the system, i.e.,
We have now to find how the constant Z, varies as the quantity of amboceptor is varied. One might think that this could be done by repeating the procedures of the last section, using different quantities of amboceptor to sensitise the cells ; as soon as this is attempted, however, we meet with a curious difficulty.
One of the first steps is to add 0-4 c.c. of cell suspension to 0*8 c.c. of a given dilution of amboceptor, centrifuge after 5 minutes, decant the supernatant fluid, and then add 1*0 c.c. of a known dilution of complement to the cells which remain. This can be done successfully if the amboceptor is fairly dilute, e.g., A500. But if we use a dilution of amboceptor of 1 in 50 or 1 in 100, the cells remaining after the centrifuging hsemolyse even on the addition of isotonic saline. The amboceptor, in fact, if used in this way and in relatively high concentration, is a lysin itself, therein resembling other known sensitising agents, all of which are lysins if used in sufficient concentration (Ponder, 1929) . Accordingly, if we wish to investigate the taking up of complement by cells sensitised with, say A50, A100, A500, and A1000, we cannot use the technique described in Section 5, but must employ the more difficult method now to be described.
1. Preparation.-The cell suspension, dilutions of amboceptor, and dilutions of complement are prepared in the usual way. In the experiment which I shall describe as an illustration, the complement dilutions were C20, C30, C40, C50, C60, C80, and C100, while the amboceptor dilutions were A50, A100, A500, and A1000. * In the case of absorption of complement by bacteria, etc., Eagle takes the amount removed after 2 hours, by which time some sort of equilibrium has presumably been reached. One cannot necessarily compare results obtained in this way with those obtained in the early portions of a haemolytic reaction, where the cells have been in contact with the com plement for a few minutes at most, and often for fractions of a minute only.
2. Preliminary Titration.-One dilution of complement, in this case, C30, is selected for determining the relation between C and C, for the former is a constant fraction of the latter, and the constant is the same for all initial values of C, as I have just shown. I t is impracticable to investigate the absorption from more than one complement dilution, owing to the fact th a t eyen this limited investigation takes 4 or 5 hours where four amboceptor dilutions are used.
A tube is taken, and to it is added 0-8 c.c. of A50 and 0-4 c.c. of suspension. Sensitisation is allowed to take place a t 37° C. for 5 minutes, and 0-8 c.c. of C30 is then added. The time for complete lysis is observed, and a table similar to Table V III The procedure is repeated with A100, A500, and A1000. I t will be observed th a t in this method the systems contain both amboceptor and com plem ent; in the method in Section 5 th e amboceptor was removed by centrifuging and decanting.
3. Absorption of Complement.-Six tubes are taken, and to each is added 0*8 c.c. of A50 and 0*4 c.c. of suspension. After 5 minutes sensitisation, 0 • 8 c.c. of C30 is added to the first tube, 0 • 8 c.c. of C30 to the second 0 • 5 minutes later, and so on, in accordance with the table. The tubes are transferred to the centrifuge a t the end of 3*0 minutes, and the cells thrown down. The supernatant fluids, containing the unabsorbed complement and in this case, unabsorbed amboceptor also, are transferred to clean tubes and placed in the refrigerator.
4. Preparation of Standards.-In order to determine the amount of comple ment left in each of the supernatant fluids obtained in the last step, we require to prepare a series of suitable standards against which they may be titrated. In preparing these, it is necessary to remember th a t the red cells have removed amboceptor as well as complement from solution. The value of yj in expression (4) has, therefore, to be found for the system, as in Section 4. A series of eight tubes is then taken, and to each is added 0*8 c.c. of A50/(1_,) and 0-4 c.c. of saline ; the quantity of amboceptor is thus made the same as th a t contained in the tubes used in step 3, after absorption of a fraction 7) of amboceptor has occurred. The tubes are then placed in the water bath, and with them a series of tubes containing about 2 c.c. of C20, C30, . ., C100 taken from the flasks in the refrigerator. The first of the tubes containing amboceptor and saline receives 0*8 c.c. of C20, the second 0*8 c.c. of C30, and so on. The eight tubes are transferred to the refrigerator. They contain known quantities of com plement in the presence of 0*8 c.c. of A50/(1_^) and 0*4 c.c. saline, and con stitute a series of standards against which the supernatant fluids obtained in the previous step can be titrated, for these contain unknown quantities of complement in the presence of 0*8 c.c. of A50/aL_ 1)) and the 0*4 c.c. of saline used for suspending the cells of the suspension.
The same procedure (as in steps 3 and 4 above) is carried out using A100, A500, and A1000, a series of standards containing known quantities of complement being prepared for each.
5.
Final Titration.-The two series of tubes corresponding to A50 are removed from the refrigerator. From each of the standard tubes containing C20, C30, . . , etc., 1 -5 c.c. is transferred to a series of clean tubes. These are placed in the water bath, and 0*3 of a warmed sensitised cell suspension is added to each. This suspension is prepared by mixing equal volumes of A100 and standard cellsuspension, washing, and resuspending to the original volume of the suspension used. The reason for using a sensitised suspension a t this stage is th a t the quantity of amboceptor in the complement-amboceptor mixture to which the cells are added is usually too small to give reasonably rapid lysis. The time for complete lysis of each tube is observed; this gives us a timedilution curve for C20, C30, . ., C100 acting in presence of A50/(1_ 1) on the cells of the sensitised suspension. The values of t which are required are :- The contents of the last two tubes showed pigmentation with haemoglobin, and so were rejected. The first four haemolyse, however, in the same time,
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i.e., 25 minutes. Referring to the standard time-dilution curve, we see th a t the complement dilution corresponding to 25 minutes is C60 ; the complement introduced into the system, however, was C30, so just half of it has apparently been absorbed by the cells sensitised with A50. Thus £ = 0*5. The supernatant fluids obtained from the systems sensitised with A100, A500, and A1000 are titrated in an exactly similar manner, each against the corresponding series of standards. In every case the contents of the tubes derived from the same series and containing the supernatant fluid will be found to haemolyse in the same time (unless haemoglobin is present), thus indicating the rapid removal of complement in each system. The time taken for complete lysis may be quite long in the systems corresponding to A1000 ; the times taken by the standards, however, are also longer (as the total amboceptor concentration is less), and so the quantity of complement found in the super natant fluids turns out to be greater than in the fluids derived from systems containing the greater amboceptor concentrations. Thus, the titrations being completed, we can tabulate the values of found for different values of A- As the concentration of amboceptor used for sensitising the cells decreases, a smaller and smaller proportion of any concentration of complement is absorbed. This is altogether in accordance with the conclusion of Eagle and Brewer.
7.
The Relation of the Absorption of Complement to the Value of the Constants of the Time-dilution Curves.
We are now in a position to consider the way in which the absorption of complement is related to the values of and of & in the expressions which describe the time-dilution and percentage haemolysis curves obtained when various amounts of amboceptor are used to sensitise the cells of the systems. The typical relation between these constants and the quantity of amboceptor used is shown in fig. 4 and has been discussed already. Now x in the expression
which is the integral of expression (1) when n = 1, is the quantity of lysin used up in the complete lysis of the cells of the system, and corresponds to the asymptotic concentration of the time-dilution curve for the particular system concerned, i.e., x is measured in the same units as C. But we have just seen that the effective quantity of complement absorbed at the cell surface is a constant fraction of C, so that C =
and so x, the quantity of lysin actually used up in producing lysis of the cells must be a fraction of x, i.e., x = Or.
To evaluate x, I shall use data obtained at the same time as the values of £ in Section 8. The following table shows these values of Z, and of x corresponding to different quantities of amboceptor, the values of x being obtained by plotting time-dilution curves for the systems containing A50, A100, A500, and A1000, respectively. Table XL t. The remarkable nature of this result will be seen immediately; x, or &c, has a nearly constant value, i.e., the quantity of lysin used up in producing complete lysis of the cells tends to be constant, irrespective of the quantity of amboceptor used for sensitisation. Complement accordingly behaves like a simple hsemolysin such as saponin, and the reason that many time-dilution curves can be obtained when the amount of amboceptor is varied is that each quantity of amboceptor determines that a different fraction of the added complement shall be absorbed. The greater the quantity of amboceptor, the greater the fraction becomes, e.g., if the quantity of amboceptor is great we have a large fraction absorbed, such as 0*5, from a comparatively dilute complement, C80, but if the quantity of amboceptor is small, a smaller fraction, e.g., 0-25, is absorbed from the less dilute complement C40. The two processes clearly give the same concentration of complement at the cell interfaces. All the time-dilution curves obtained when different quantities of amboceptor are used accordingly merge into one single time-dilution curve when the absorption of complement is taken into account, and when C is replaced by C, and x by x.
In like manner, the curve marked x in fig. 4 becomes a straight line when the absorption of the complement is allowed for. Reference to th a t figure will show th at the curve passes up very steeply as the quantity of amboceptor increases ; the straight line referred to obviously tends to be the tangent to this ascending part of the curve at some point corresponding to the maximum quantity of amboceptor which can be absorbed by the cells, and which sensitises them maximally. This quantity is doubtless large, but is probably limited by the fact th a t the cell component by which the amboceptor is absorbed is itself limited. The curve marked x in fig. 4 also passes towards oo when A = 0 ; this because £ = 0. The experimental results are accordingly what we would expect, on theoretical grounds, if we were to consider the kinetics of the action of a simple lysin operating in conjunction with some agent, in this case amboceptor, which had the effect of varying the fraction of the lysin concentrated on the cells.
The values of Z, and of x obtained in experiments such as these are subject, of course, to experimental errors of considerable magnitude. If Z, is determined for one concentration of complement only, the experimental error may be as much as i l 5 per cent. I t would doubtless be much smaller if several estima tions could be made for several different complement concentrations and an average value obtained (as in Section 5). This, however, is impracticable in an experiment in which several different concentrations of amboceptor are used, for even the procedure described in Section 6 takes 4 or 5 hours to carry out, and the danger of the complement undergoing decay, if the experiment is further prolonged, is too great. In the same way the value of x, which has to be found a t the same time as th a t of £, although in a way which makes its determination really a separate experiment, is subject to an experimental error of about per cent. In view of the magnitude of these possible errors, I think it is as well to regard the relations described in this paper, and especially the relation Z,x = constant, as first approximations which may subsequently require slight modification; even regarded as approximations, however, these relations provide us with a simple, consistent, and inherently probable solution of the kinetics of lysis in amboceptor-complement systems.
Although x (i.e., Z,x) is the same for all the time-dilution curves, irrespective of the quantity of amboceptor used for sensitising the cells, the " velocity constant " in the equation for the fundamental reaction between cells and lysin (expression (1)), is not. As the quantity of amboceptor is increased, k becomes greater ( fig. 4 ). But it must be borne in mind th a t as the quantity of amboceptor increases, more and more complement is absorbed. One may form a picture of what happens in the following way. Some component of the cell, necessarily limited in amount, is capable of reacting with and absorbing amboceptor; the quantity of absorbed amboceptor in tur$ deter mines the quantity of complement absorbed from any given complement concentration, and it is by no means unlikely that the greater the absorption, the greater the surface of the cell involved. Under such circumstances the value of k in expression (1) would be expected to become greater as the amount of absorbed complement becomes greater, both these quantities increasing with increase in the amount of amboceptor. More specifically, k would be expected to be roughly proportional to £, whence, since = x (a constant), we would expect to find the relation kx = constant.
This relation, however, is imperfectly fulfilled (see Table IV ). The picture formed is therefore inadequate for quantitative purposes; qualitatively speaking, however, the relation is of the sort one would expect on the basis of such simple reasoning as the above.
Summary.
This paper deals with the kinetics of haemolysis in systems containing anti sheep amboceptor, sheep cells and guinea-pig complement, when the three components are added in this order.
If the quantity of amboceptor is kept constant, the relation between quantity of complement used and the time required for complete haemolysis in any given system is described by expressions identical with those for the action of a simple haemolysin. The equation describing the fundamental reaction between the complement and the cells, contains three constants, n, x, and k ; the value of n, upon which the order of the reaction depends, is usually very nearly unity and the value of x and k are functions of the quantity of amboceptor used. If this equation is solved simultaneously with another expression which gives the frequency distribution of the resistance of the cells to the lysin, percentage haemolysis curves are obtained exactly as though the complement were a simple haemolysin.
It is shown that amboceptor is rapidly absorbed by the cells of the system, the quantity which is taken up being, within the experimental range at least, a constant fraction of the quantity initially introduced.
In the presence of a constant amount of amboceptor, complement is also absorbed by the cells, and again the amount so absorbed is a constant fraction of the quantity initially introduced. The taking up of complement by the sensitised cells occurs rapidly, and is complete within the first tenth of the time required for the haemolytic reaction to be complete. The numerical value of the fraction absorbed (indicated by £) is a function of the quantity of ambo ceptor used for sensitisation : when the latter is great, a large fraction (e.g., £ = 0*5) of the complement is absorbed, whereas if the latter is small, the fraction absorbed is small (e.g., £ = 0*1).
If the quantity of complement initially introduced is C and the quantity of complement absorbed a t or near the cells is C, C is thus equal to £0. Similarly, the quantity of lysin actually transformed in producing lysis of the cells is x and thus must be equal to Z,x. I t is shown by experiment th a t this latter quantity is a constant, i.e., th a t in the lysis of a given number of cells a con stant quantity of complement is used up irrespective of the amount of ambo ceptor used for sensitisation. The only effect which a variation in the quantity of amboceptor appears to produce is a variation in the ability of the cells to concentrate complement from the surrounding medium. W ith a small amount of amboceptor, £ is small and a small fraction of complement is absorbed, while with a large amount of amboceptor, £ is large and large amounts of complement are absorbed. Absorption of a small fraction from a relatively concentrated solution of complement, and absorption of a large fraction from a relatively dilute solution of complement thus result in the same thing, i.e., the absorption of a constant quantity and the transformation of a constant quantity x in the production of the ensuing lysis. The system containing amboceptor, cells and complement can thus be treated as a system containing a simple hsemolysin, complement, which, after allowance is made for the degree to which it is absorbed at or near the cell interfaces, acts very similarly to saponin and other simple lysins.
